The Ten Commandments of Lab Safety

I. Thou shall neither eat nor drink in lab.

II. Thou shall not store food or drink in lab, even temporarily.

III. Thou may access lab at times beyond the registrar's scheduling, but thou may never work in lab alone!

IV. Thou shall wear goggles in the lab area at all times when experiments are in progress (whether the experiments are thine or thy neighbor’s!)

V. Thou shall keep the lab door closed at all times to maintain adequate hood flow.

VI. Thou shall keep the lab windows closed at all times to maintain adequate hood flow.

VII. Thou shall lock the lab doors before leaving the lab.

VIII. Thou shall not use any chemicals in lab without first reviewing their hazards.

IX. Thou shall not use any equipment in lab without first reviewing proper use with thine instructor.

X. Thou shall notify thine instructor or another faculty member of any spills, accidents or injuries that occur in lab.